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ABSTRACT
Integrated development environments (IDEs) provide features to help developers both create and understand code. As maintenance and bug repair are time-consuming and costly activities, IDEs have long integrated debugging features to simplify these tasks. In this paper we investigate the impact of using IDE debugger features on different aspects of programming and debugging. Using the data set provided by MSR challenge track, we compared debugging tasks performed with or without the IDE debugger. We find, on average, that developers spend more time and effort on debugging when they use the debugger. Typically, developers start using the debugger early, at the beginning of a debugging session, and that their editing behavior does not appear to significantly change when they are debugging regardless of whether debugging features are in use.
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1 INTRODUCTION
More than 70% of software budgets are spent on maintenance. Of all maintenance activities, 35% are dedicated to corrective maintenance, or what we simply call debugging [3]. Hours of developer time is spent on manually finding and fixing bugs [10]. Reducing developer time spent on debugging can thus significantly lower the cost of software production.

Integrated development environments (IDEs) provide features to help developers create and understand code [9]. IDEs have long integrated debugging features to make it as convenient as possible for developers to understand code and discover and address defects. Many of the most popular IDEs such as Eclipse and Visual Studio include debugging views that allow one to set up breakpoints and walk through execution step-by-step. This allows the observation of variables and expression values at each step, often providing a better, more granular understanding of execution state. Murphy et al. [7] investigate how 99 Java developers use the Eclipse IDE. They find that more than 90% of the participants use Eclipse debugging features. Visual attention patterns of developers performing debugging with the JGrasp IDE vary based on participant programming experience, familiarity with the IDE, and debugging performance [4]. Similarly, of participants performing five maintenance tasks using Eclipse, programmers spend 35% of their time navigating through dependencies, and 46% of their time inspecting irrelevant code [5]. Qualitative and quantitative studies of real-world debugging finds that both knowledge and use of advanced debugging features in IDEs are low [1]. To the best of our knowledge, prior work has not looked into the effectiveness of IDE debugging features with respect to reducing maintenance time and cost.

In this work, we conduct an empirical study on a rich data set of in-IDE activities of software developers provided by the Mining Software Repositories (MSR) 2018 challenge track [8]. The data set contains over 11 million events, corresponding to 15K hours of working time of 81 developers; they have been collected using FeedBaG, a general-purpose interaction tracker for Visual Studio. We investigate developer debugging behavior. First, we show that there is a significant difference between the time spent on debugging performed with and without IDE debugging features: On average, people spend more time on debugging when a debugger is used along the way. Second, we show that in most debugging tasks, people switch to debugging mode early on. In 86% of cases, developer starts using the debugger before 13 minutes have elapsed from the beginning of debugging. Finally, in the majority of cases, the editing behavior of developers does not change significantly when they start or end debugging.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Understanding the behavior of programmers using IDEs to debug can elaborate limitations and opportunities for enhancement in designing these tools. Our focus in this paper is specifically on debugging features. We have access to a large data of millions of events happening during the normal usage of Visual Studio by 81 developers. Using this data set, we answer three research questions that capture the impact IDE debuggers may have on programming behavior and outcomes:

- **RQ 1**: How effective are Visual Studio’s debugging features in reducing time and effort spent by programmers on debugging tasks?
  
  More specifically, we investigate how similar are the distribution of time spent on debugging with or without IDE features. We ask: Is there a significant difference between the distribution of the number of edits or navigation activity on source code during debugging periods that include (or avoid) the IDE’s debugger?
Responding to these questions contributes to understanding the influence of the debugger on debugging performance in terms of spent time, number of characters edited, and the number of navigation activities.

- **RQ 2:** When do the developers start using the IDE’s debugging features? Do they start using the debugger right away, or do they postpone it to later time? This research question can provide insight into how people actually use the debugger, and whether they find it easy enough to use from the beginning of debugging.

- **RQ 3:** Do developers significantly change their editing behavior when they are debugging? Investigating the alteration of developers behavior in development mode versus debugging mode can demonstrate diverse needs of programmers, and encourage IDE designers to take them under consideration.

Unfortunately the corresponding data set does not supply information about the bugs under study. We would have liked to respond to questions related to the bugs themselves, such as on which kinds of bugs the IDE features seem to be most effective with respect to discovering the bug and fixing it. Since this data set is not suitable for such study, we leave this for future work.

### 3 DATA PROCESSING

For this study, we used the MSR Challenge Events data set, released on March 1, 2017. To distinguish between debugging mode and development mode, we need to have a clear definition of what we consider a bug, and how to detect the beginning and end of a debugging session. Several methods in the literature have been used to distinguish debugging from software development. In many studies, people look at version control history messages and comments to find bug fixing commits and edits [2]. In others, a bug is indicated by failing test cases in the project [6]. With the information available in the data set, we consider the time from a test failure until its success as a debugging period. All edits and events happening in those periods are considered debugging events. If multiple test failures happen before a successful build or test run, we treat the first failure as the beginning of debugging and subsequent failures as attempts to fix.

In total, we found 459 debugging tasks based on our definition, of which 281 are addressed without using the debugger. 178 include debugger events. To calculate the duration of debugging tasks, we summed the duration of all events during the debugging period. We do not simply calculate the duration using the start and end time of the debugging events, because this would include the IDE idle time, during which the user is not actively using the IDE. The activity events, representing times when the user is using IDE but not triggering an action, that distinguish active or thinking time from idle time are included in our calculations.

On average, debugging tasks last 16767 seconds in duration, with median of 623 seconds. The large difference between mean and median suggests the presence outliers in the data. By removing the tasks that spent more than 5 hours on debugging, we exclude 51 tasks (almost 10%) which results in mean of 1679 seconds and median of 466 seconds. From the remaining 408 debugging tasks, 269 do not use the debugger, and 139 do.

### 4 METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the methodology used to explore each research question, and present the results.

#### 4.1 RQ1: Debugger Impact

As described in Section 3, we divided the collected data in two: the first group used the debugger (indicated by debugger events in the data set) at some point during the debugging period, and the second group did not. These two datasets provide distributions of time spent on debugging, the number of edits needed to fix an issue, and the frequency of source code navigating events. We analyze these distributions with respect to the following null hypothesis:

\[ H_0: \text{The distribution of debugging duration is the same with and without the debugger.} \]

Figure 1 presents the two distributions. On average, the mean time spent on debugging using the debugger is 1535 seconds higher than without the debugger. The 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test finds significant difference (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) between these two distributions (\( p < 0.01 \)) and finds a significant fit (Cohen’s \( d = 0.52 \)). In other words, when developers spend a small but significant amount of additional time debugging when they use the IDE debugging features.

One possibility is that task difficulty might play a role in the decision to use the debugger. Developers may be more likely to use the debugger if the debugging task is difficult. Although the data does not provide information about the debugging task in question, we can still define proxies for difficulty. For example, we can use the number of files edited during a debugging period as a proxy for task difficulty. Editing more files does not necessarily mean that the bug is more difficult to understand. However, in general, defects that are distributed among several files may be harder to find and fix.

We constructed a linear regression model to include the duration of the task, the number of files edited, and whether the debugger is used. The model finds a significant relationship between duration and the number of edited files (\( p < 0.01 \)), and finds a significant fit to using debugger (\( p = 0.011 \)). Figure 2 shows the regression model, only considering duration and number of files. These results show a weak \((R^2=0.15)\) but significant correlation between the difficulty...
of the task and the use of debugger, with time spent on debugging. We cannot simply reject the idea that the debugger is used on more difficult bugs and the difficulty could result in longer sessions.

Beyond time, it is possible that using a debugger may influence the number of edits a developer needs to apply to find and fix a defect. For example, if the developer is not using the debugger to localize the defect, they may add print statements to inspect variable values. We therefore examined the number of characters edited by the developer over the debugging period. As with duration, the mean number of edits is higher (by 1,317,324.4 characters) in cases where debugger was used. However, the t-test cannot reject the null hypothesis ($p > 0.1$); the number of edits made by developer does not statistically significantly differ with or without the debugger.

Developers spend almost 35% of their time navigating through the source code during maintenance activities [5]. As navigation is an essential part of debugging, and representative of developer effort on fixing issues, we conducted the same experiment on the number of navigation events. The mean number of navigation events is 69.17 using the debugger, and 34.74 not using it. The t-test show significant difference between these two distributions ($p < 0.01$). The number of times the developers navigated through the source code is significantly higher when the debugger is used.

In general, since the IDE and debugger are designed to simplify debugging, we expect that using them results in better performance in terms of fixing the issues faster, or with less effort. However, these results suggest that there are no such immediate effects from using the debugger either because the defects that the debugger was used for are genuinely more complicated, requiring developers to spend more time on debugging, or because using the debugger actually results in spending more time and effort on debugging.

4.2 RQ2: Starting Point of Debugger Use

For this research question, we study the effort that developers spend resolving an issue before switching to the debugger. One simple measure of effort is time: Developers may spend some time investigating a defect without the help of a debugger, switching to the debugger when it seems that it might be helpful. Another way of measuring effort is the number of times a developer navigates through the source code, an important debugging activity.

One possibility is that developers may first try to fix a bug issue without additional tools, seeking help from debuggers at the point that they realize the task is difficult. However, the data does not support this conjecture. Figure 3 shows the density function of the number of seconds spent on debugging before first use of the debugger. In 80% of cases, the developer started using the debugger in under 13 minutes; in 61% of cases, in under 5 minutes. Considering that the mean time spent on debugging tasks in this data is almost 45 minutes, this suggests that in most cases, the programmer decides to use the debugger early. Considering relative measures convey similar results. Overall, in 46% of sessions, the developer started using the debugger when less than 25% of the whole session is passed.

The number of navigation events show the same results. On average, developers navigate through code 18.34 times before using IDE debugger; on 72% of the tasks fewer than 15 navigation attempts were made before debugger use. The mean number of navigation events in the whole debugging period is 69.18.

In most cases, developers start using the IDE’s debugging features relatively early in a debugging session. One possibility is that whether to use the debugger or not is mostly a question of user habit. We cannot further investigate this possibility with provided data set as it does not distinguish between individual developers.

4.3 RQ3: Behavioral Change When Debugging

Finally, we investigate whether debugging affects the way developers edit their code. For example, they may frequently apply small edits to the source code when they develop code, but apply less frequent or larger edits while repairing defects. For this purpose, we conduct a time series analysis on every single debugging task. In this time series analysis, we collect data related to the number of edit events sorted by time, and treat the beginning and end of the debugging process as the interruptions. The beginning of analysis is at most three hours before first interruption, and the end is at most three hours after the second interruption. The time series analysis looks into significant changes in the distribution as interruptions occur.
As mentioned in Section 3, we excluded 10% of debugging sessions which are longer than 5 hours from our study. This decision could result in loss of valid data points that may affect the results.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have explored debugging behavior using IDEs by mining the 2018 MSR challenge data set [8]. We showed that time spent on debugging is significantly higher when the debugger is used. One possibility is that this is related to the difficulty of the bugs under repair. Considering the number of files edited as a proxy for task difficulty, we show that there exists a statistically significant correlation between debugging duration and its difficulty. These results motivate future human studies to better understand this correlation. In particular, future user studies could carefully control confounds to solely investigate the impact of debuggers on task time.

We also found that, in a majority of cases, the developers switch to debugger mode relatively early while debugging. Future work can look into personal habits and preferences of developers to better explain these results. Finally, we conducted time series analysis to study the change in developers behavior at starting and ending points of debugging. Our study shows that in 63.3% of cases, no significant change is observable.

Overall, our results help us in better understanding developer debugging behavior, and more importantly motivating future research and improvements to IDE design.
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